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Abstract— As technology highly developed, QA Answering also developing rapidly specially form the last decade. Users input the question on the net and return exact answer by various search engines. This also called as Question Answering (QA). Where various researchers work with their selected domain like closed or open domains. In this paper we reviewed several research papers on the question answering system. We also observed that more research has been done on closed domain rather than open question answering system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

From the last decade internet users are increasing in more titre. In QA different queries are provided by the user in aim of getting accurate answers in Question Answering Systems. Question Answering provides perfect solution to retrieve valid and accurate answers to user question asked in natural language instead of query [25]. Various Scientists are Work on QA from last many with the English, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, etc. languages. But from some last year’s scientists move their research into regional languages like Tamil, Punjabi, Hindi, Malayalam, etc. In this paper we presented the review on question answering and system of various languages. After the introduction Literature review has been taken, third chapter will present information about question answering system which creates in Devnagari script.

A. Question

Question, the word has never a dictionary to know, but the response needs not only a dictionary, but the whole universe sometimes to be searched for just a response. The question is a noun a sentence recorded or expressed so as the elicit information [6].

B. Types of Questions [3]

- Factoid Based Questions: Factoid questions are those questions which the answer is a single fact. e.g. when was Mr. Gandhi born?
- Definition Questions: The answer should be a short paragraph which briefly wishing to know features of the thing e.g. if ask about person then his birth date, height eyes color, marriage all are required
- Yes- No / True - False Questions: are those questions which answer is withering yes or no. e.g. Is Aurangabad pollution bigger than Amravati?
- Instruction Based Questions: are those questions where instructions are present e.g. How do I make Tomato Soup?
- Explanation Questions: are those questions where explanation is required e.g. Why did America enter in WWII?
- List Question: are those questions which answer is present in list format e.g. What are the ingredients are present in Tomato Soup?

C. Answer

Answer is a noun, a thing that is said written or done to deal with or as a reaction, statement or situation. An answer to a particular question may use more than one way of expression. Thus tends the responses to the unique aspect relevant to each single user.

II. QUESTION ANSWERING

Research and development of systems capable of answering questions in natural language dates back to 1959 [24], but the notion of a question answering system was born in 1950, when Turing offered a solution to the question of whether or not machines can think. He proposed a task he called an Imitation Game,” which has eventually become known as the famous Turing Test, in which a human communicates with a machine via a teletype interface and asks questions of it. Mainly Question Answering (QA) is becoming an increasingly important research area in natural language processing. Since 1999, many international question answering contests have been held at conferences and workshops, such as TREC, CLEF, and NTCIR [1]. Basically QA is special task to search natural language answers from natural language questions. The main task of QA is providing a short answer to a natural language query supported by a document in an underlying
document collection [2]. Question answering aims to develop techniques that can go beyond the retrieval of relevant documents in order to return exact answers to natural language questions, such as “How tall is the Eiffel Tower?”, “Which cities have a subway system?”, and “Who is Alberto Tomba?”. Answering natural language questions requires more complex processing [3]. From last many decades various researchers are working with this domain. Question Answering (QA) systems take in a natural language question, and return the answer from the set of documents. Answer retrieval, rather than document retrieval, will be integral to the next generation of search engines. Currently, there is a web site called AskJeeves™1 that attempts to retrieve documents to answer a question. Question answering systems will handle query creation, and finding the exact entity that is the answer [4].

Following figure displays the main components, of such a general architecture, and the ways in which they interact.

2.1 Types of Question Answering [4]
QA systems can be categorized in many ways, such as by the application domain, answer sources, or target and source languages. But mainly it divided into two main parts.
i] Open Domain QA System ii] Close domain QA System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title of Paper</th>
<th>Technique/ Methodology</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASK Jeeves System[7]</td>
<td>ASK Jeeves open domain system (open Domain)</td>
<td>Now days it is one of the topmost web search engine. Now day’s system includes in top most search engines.</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Simple Question Answering System[2]</td>
<td>Language used: Perl CMU Link Parser used (Open Domain)</td>
<td>Link parser analysis was only used for the proportion of questions that deal with ambiguous answer types. When, Where, Why, Describe and define are easiest question words to process because they map directly to the answer types. What, Which, and name question words are extremely ambiguous when it comes to determining the question’s answer concept.</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithms To Improve Performance of Natural Language Interface[16]</td>
<td>Present algorithms to handle problems caused by semantic symmetry and ambiguous modification shallow Parser.</td>
<td>System gives good result while it handles semantic symmetry and Ambiguous Modification and in the time manner also.</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perspectives on Chinese Question Answering Systems [1]</td>
<td>Machine Learning Approach Deep and Shallow Parsing (Closed Domain)</td>
<td>Reviewed 3 QA contents: TREC QA Track, QA@CLEF &amp; NTCIR CLQA. Only TREC QA is dedicated to monolingual QA. The other two contests deal with both monolingual and multilingual QA.</td>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Generative Model for Parsing Natural Language to Meaning Representations[17]  
Presented a New Generative Model  
Model achieves a 6.7% and 9.8% absolute improvement over two other state-of-the-art models WASP and KRISP respectively.  
2008

Natural Language Interface Using Shallow Parsing[18]  
Semantic symmetry; ambiguous modification; Shallow parsing based algorithms. (Closed Domain)  
Algorithms developed for ENLIGHT system are useful to improve precision of search Engines. This system does not compromise with response time when dealing problems which with Problems caused by linguistic phenomena.  
2010

PRASHNOTTAR: A Hindi Question Answering System[19]  
Question Preprocessing Question classification used for question analysis. (Open domain Web System)  
Working with When, Where what time, how many question in Hindi language. Overall accuracy of the system is approximately 68.00 %.  
2012

TALASH: A Semantic and Context Based Optimized Hindi Search Engine[20]  
Method-I: Query enhancement using lexical resource  
Method-II: Query Enhancement using user Context Open Domain  
Method III has given better results other than two. Works with Hindi question Answering System  
2012

Web Based Application for Hindi Question Answering System[21]  
Query Formulation, Query interface, Query classification has been used. The implementation is done in java and it also integrates CYK parser.  
NLP building modules, Query formulation and Concept of entities makes this system to work in any domain. If the Query is based on Hindi text then the total answers based on query are displayed and if the answer is not present in the Hindi text then the system ask the answer from Google.  
2012

III. QUESTION ANSWERING DEVNAGARI SCRIPT

In India after the development of TREC and various questions answering system researchers moving their research from international language like English, Japanese, and Chinese to Indian regional languages like Tamil, Punjabi, Bengali, Urdu, and Oriya, Hindi etc. But research in Devnagari script has not as compare to other languages. Sahu et. al. [19] developed PRASHNOTTAR Question Answering system in Hindi language. It is based on understanding the meaning of the given question and expressing them in query logic language. The experiment is performed on stored Hindi text data. The Hindi text data is collected from web. Vasnik et. al. [20] presents a Hindi search engine TALASH. To developed model in which used three models for the query enhancement which are based in lexical variance, user context and combination of both techniques. Author also proved that combination of both techniques giving good results than individuals. Shalini et. al. [21] developed the Web application system in Hindi language which summarizes a web application to extract answers from Hindi text for a given question. It is based on understanding the meaning of the question and performs parsing on it to extract the answers. The same or Some other techniques/ algorithm are also developed in another Indian regional languages [22][23][24]but on the Marathi Devnagari script very few researchers has worked with stemming specifically or on removing the stop word[25].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

As the technology growing rapidly use of internet also grown. On the base of internet question answering era tremendously developed online as well as offline. In this paper we observed that various researchers work on QA with various languages and regional languages too. But very few researchers work with Hindi language. But until now Marathi language based question answering not developed by the researchers. We also observed that rather than work with open domain question answering various scientists work with closed domain question answering system.
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